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insider outsider — Learning from Richmond was an open approach knowledge           
exchange where art students from two parts of the world met to explore and respond               
to the intriguing specific context of Richmond and its surroundings. 
 
Students and lecturers from the University of the Free State’s Fine Art Department             
and Option Construction, art et espaces, HEAD-Geneva collaborated on critical          
artmaking projects inspired by social exchange, critical discussion and open learning           
strategies. Together they explored the psychosocial, environmental and economic         
conditions in Bloemfontein, Richmond and Geneva. Students were offered         
opportunities to reflect on cultural diversity, the semi-arid Karoo landscape, diverse           
knowledge systems within particular South African and Swiss regions, while also           
exploring political and mediatised conditions effecting and affecting students and          
communities.  
 
Richmond is a small town with circa 5000 inhabitants from very diverse            
backgrounds, religions, color, cultures and nationality, and surrounded by the          
overwhelming vast landscape of the Karoo Desert. MAPSA (Modern Arts Project           
South Africa), an organization situated in Richmond, frequently partners with the           
UFS’s Art Departments as it houses one of South Africa’s largest private            
contemporary art collections. 
 
The project signified the very first time that the UFS Fine Arts Department ventured              
an international collaborative exchange. It afforded students the opportunity to          
expand their artistic experience and knowledge of contemporary artmaking beyond          
Bloemfontein and South Africa. They also gained remarkable confidence in          
approaching and collaborating with artist from “outside” of their familiar cultural           
spheres. The UFS student’s learning experiences were integrated within their          
respective senior pre-graduate and postgraduate modules.  
 
During the 10 days of the exchange students visited the Boyden Observatory,            
Oliewenhuis Art Museum, Johannes Stegmann Art Gallery, National Museum,         
Women’s Memorial, War Museum, Richmond Horse Museum and the Louis Building           
in the CBD of Bloemfontein. Outcomes of the project included, but was not limited to,               
individual and collaborative artworks created in Richmond. A Z-fold bookbinding          
workshop and Popup Exhibition at the Louis Building where posters designed by the             
artist along with other documentation of the project were displayed to the public.  
 
Participants included Louiza Combrink, Araya De Rossi, Henry Drake, Sibenoxolo          
Foji, Noémie Gambino, Miné Kleynhans, Charlotte Laurent, Sethu Menye, Poloko          
Mohanoe, Yan Pavilik, Kara Schoeman, Nathan Solioz, Jaco Spies, Garance          
Raynaud and Leon Witthuhn. The project was guided by Janine Allen-Spies (UFS),            
Abrie Fourie (MAPSA) and Katharina Hohmann (HEAD) and coordinated by Miné           
Kleynhans from the UFS Art Gallery Department. It was made possible with the             
financial support of the Office of the Dean, Faculty of Humanities UFS and SUMMER              



SCHOOL, Hes-so, Genève with administrative and staffing support from the          
Johannes Stegmann Art Gallery.  
 
It is integral to the scope of the project that the exchange be completed with a similar                 
residency and exhibition opportunity in Switzerland. The UFS Fine Art Department is            
currently applying for and investigating various funding options.  
 

 
Bloemfontein, Boyden Observatory 2020. Participants being given a guided tour of the            
observatory by UFS scientist Dawie van Jaarsveldt.  
 



 
Richmond, February 2020. Swiss student Yan Pavilik turned a disused swimming pool into             
an environment of play and engagement with the help of community members.  
 

 



Richmond, February 2020. UFS students Sethu Menye, Sibenoxolo Foji, and Swiss student            
Garance Raynaud investigating local ghost stories with audio contributions from community           
members.  
 

 
Bloemfontein, February 2020. Members of the public at a Popup Poster Exhibition of insider              
outsider — Learning from Richmond at the Louis Building, 80 OR Tambo Street. 
 



 
Bloemfontein, February 2020. Installation shot of the Popup Poster Exhibition of insider            
outsider — Learning from Richmond at the Louis Building, 80 OR Tambo Street. 
 


